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Analysis
The current pedestrian flows occur in a variety  ▫
of drifts, lines and destination clusters. The 
predominant drifts occur North/ South, across the 
arterial traffic routes.
There are a number of key congestion points  ▫
around the Basin that are critical to respond to in 
any new works.
Pedestrian crossings over vehicular traffic  ▫
flows are most direct and legible at the street 
intersections most consistent with the city grid 
(ie. Tory, Taranaki and Cuba Street junctions with 
Buckle street). Junctions misaligned with the grid 
such as Willis/Abel Smith and Victoria with Karo 
Drive are indirect and lack legibility.

 Primary city connections

 Primary pedestrian flows 
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 Significant gateways
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Fig. 36

KEY

Opportunities
Enhance the pedestrian boulevard potential of  ▫
Kent/Cambridge and Adelaide Rd - and their 
continuity and connections through the Basin.
Manage and celebrate the key destination  ▫
clusters including: 

the North and South entrances to the Basin  ▫
Reserve
the National War Memorial ▫
Entrance to Saint Marks Church School,  ▫
Wellington College and Government House

Enhance the provision for pedestrian crossing  ▫
and movements along the north/south ‘minor’ 
streets of Tory and Cuba Street.

Consider realignment of surface east/west vehicle  ▫
movements on the grid to enhance north/south 
pedestrian movements.

Pedestrian Connections
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The Basin Reserve

Analysis
There are a number of conflict points between  ▫
vehicular and pedestrian movements.
The city is developing a range of ‘major’ and  ▫
‘minor’ north/south links across the site.

Opportunities
Improve the key conflict points, improving  ▫
connectivity for both pedestrian and vehicular 
movement.
Organise and distribute vehicle and pedestrian  ▫
movements within to suit design speed of the 
adjacent streets.

 Primary city connections (refer p30)
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Fig. 37

KEYThe experience of movement around the Basin  ▫
and through the Memorial Park precinct is a 
unique and potentially high amenity journey 
within the network of movements around the 
city. Glimpses into the basin, and perception of 
‘the other side’ are opportunities that should be 
explored.

Vehicular Connections
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9.6 Activity

6

N

ACTIVITY
Principles

Retain the existing range of positive uses and  ▫
activities.
Complement the existing with a greater diversity  ▫
of activity.

Criteria
Retains and enhances existing activity zones. ▫
provides opportunity for diverse ground floor  ▫
activities that attract pedestrian activity.
Promotes safety in accordance with CPTED  ▫
(crime prevention through environmental design) 
principles.

Opportunities
There is a diverse range of activities, social and  ▫
community infrastructure in the vicinity of the 
Basin. The opportunity exists to acknowledge and 
complement this mix with provision for new built 
or open spaces in association with transportation 
structure, and improve connectivity between 
existing facilities.
Enhance accessibility and appreciation of the  ▫
recreational activities of the Basin Reserve by 
alignments, and possible elevation of movements 
and structures associated with transportation 
solutions. 

Precincts (as identified in 
WCC District Plan 2006)
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Fig. 38

Community infrastructure
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KEY
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Fig. 39

Analysis
there is a range of type and condition of existing  ▫
street edge, building interface and open space 
amenity to streets and spaces surrounding the 
Basin area, Buckle and Upper Cuba St.
There are distinct patterns and hierarchies of street  ▫
interface over the different parts of the subject area.
There is currently a particularly low level of street  ▫
interface between Sussex street and Cuba street.

Opportunities
retain and enhance the Kent/Cambridge boulevard  ▫
condition and the Adelaide Road junction by repair 
and enhancement of weak edges and corners and 
improving activity, vitality and amenity.
repair the Government House corner, and provide  ▫
safer and higher amenity transition zones for the 
high numbers of pedestrian movements in relation 
to the local schools.
repair the South Buckle street fringe and southern  ▫
edge to Te Aro by instigating a strong threshold to 
the Basin and a high amenity landscape link to the 
Memorial precinct.

enhance the presence and accessibility to the  ▫
Institutional clusters allowing for enhanced 
engagement with the public. 
Repair/ enhance the level of street interface to  ▫
critical intersections such as Buckle street to 
Cuba, Taranaki, and Tory Steets.
Acknowledge the established hierarchy of street  ▫
edge activity and definition between the ‘major’ 
and ‘minor’ North/ South streets
Preserve and enhance the continuity of the  ▫
Taranaki street and Cuba street edges as they 
traverse the subject area.

Edges and Interfaces
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view
photograph taken from Mount Victoria viewpoint 

location plan of 
distant views to the Basin  

and Memorial Park

views taken from public 
spaces
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Fig. 40

Fig. 41

Fig. 42

VISUAL QUALITY

Principles
Preserve views to landmarks  ▫
Contribute to local and distant views. ▫

Criteria
Contributes to the quality of views to and from the  ▫
Basin Reserve and National War Memorial.
Contributes to views from surrounding  ▫
neighbourhoods
Contributes to views from the Green Belt. ▫
Protects visual prominence of landmarks such  ▫
as: the Basin Reserve; National War Memorial; 
the Carillon; former Dominion Museum; 
Government House grounds and buildings; Kent/ 
Cambridge Terrace median, its green spaces and 
monuments;
Retains and enhances views from SH1. ▫

Typical elements of distant views

built line of valley ‘floor’

Sight lines

Carillon

The  National War Memorial 

The Basin

Te Aro grid

Distant Views to National War Memorial and Basin Reserve
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1 2

2

Views to Basin
Analysis
View 1

Basin highly visible with green oval and ring of trees. ▫
Dominion Museum, War Memorial and Carillon highly  ▫
visible.
Government House and grounds visible. ▫
Clear central relationship to built fabric in valley. ▫
Clear central relationship to Te Aro grid. ▫

View 2
Layered terracing of green spaces from schools to  ▫
Basin, Dominion Museum and Carillon.
Basin highly visible. ▫
Old museum, War Memorial and Carillon prominent  ▫
and framed by Pohutakawa trees.
Clear central relationship to built fabric in valley ▫
Central relationship to Te Aro grid reduced ▫

View 3
Basin obscured from the west by minor ridge. ▫
Carillon, Dominion Museum and planted ridge all  ▫
distinct in the centre of the valley.
Clear relationship central to Te Aro grid. ▫

View 4
Basin obscured from the west by minor ridge. ▫
Carillon, Dominion Museum and planted ridge all  ▫
distinct in the centre of the valley.
Relationship central to Te Aro grid becoming obscured  ▫
by CBD buildings in the foreground.

Opportunities
Continuity of form (field, Basin, ridge lines etc.).  ▫
Repetition of elements (Pohutakawa trees around    ▫
Basin and Memorial).
Strengthen placement of Carillon central to Te Aro grid ▫
Contrast of elements (built to landscape).  ▫
Highlight elements in the view. This can be analysed  ▫
as either constraint or opportunity.  But should at least 
be considered for distant views.

view
photograph taken from Mount Victoria reserve 

view
photograph taken from Tinakori Hill

view
photograph taken from VUW Kelburn campus
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4

3

Fig. 43

Fig. 44

Fig. 45

Distant Views to National War Memorial and Basin Reserve
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Fig. 46

view
photograph taken from entrance driveway to Government House 

1

view
photograph taken junction of Buckle Street & Sussex Street

2

Analysis
View 1

Ring of Pohutakawa trees highly visible and the Basin  ▫
just visible through these.

View 2
Basin visible and edge of Pohutakawa trees. ▫
Back of RA Vance Stand presents poor quality edge. ▫
Mount Victoria greenbelt prominent . ▫
Odd clutter in foreground. ▫

Opportunities
Improve visual quality of spaces surrounding and the  ▫
edges of the Basin Reserve

1

2

location plan of 
views to the Basin 
from surrounding 
streets

Fig. 47

Fig. 48

Views to Basin from Surrounding Streets
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Fig. 32

view
photograph taken from Kent/Cambridge

1

View 1
Analysis

The Basin and Carillon can be read together in the  ▫
view from Kent/Cambridge Terraces.
The foreground is dominated by the roads and the  ▫
caryard but the trees in the view assist in making a 
connection across the space, particularly with the 
repetition of the type of tree, Pohutukawas and Golden 
Elms.

Fig. 49

Fig. 50

Views to National Memorial Park
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view
view from existing footpath edge on Buckle Street

1

view
view from proposed northern extent of NZ Memorial Park

2

1

2

location plan of 
view along Axis to National War Memorial 
(this page)

Analysis

View 1
Carillon is the dominant landmark, Memorial forms the  ▫
base of Carillon
The trees form a frame with the memorial as a centre  ▫
piece. Trees and memorial have equal weight in the 
view.
The road forms part of the foreground but the focus  ▫
is strongly on the memorial and carillon as dominant 
forms in the view
Flat space in foreground gives dramatic setting to  ▫
Carillon

View 2
National War Memorial experienced in full relation to  ▫
its setting.
Impact of road in foreground reduced to form part of  ▫
context. 
The road is part of the scene emphasising the  ▫
horizontal.
The park space forms the foreground. ▫
The Carillon and memorial provide a clear focal point. ▫
The dark and amorphous trees draw centre the view  ▫
on the memorial and Carillon.
Traffic movement provides dynamic setting and  ▫
reinforces the scale of the National War Memorial 
Horizontal landscape accentuates vertical structure. ▫

Opportunities
Increased public pedestrian access to Memorial Park  ▫
allows Memorial to be read in its setting.
Existing road provides important activity and scale. ▫
Retain and amplify horizontality of the foreground.   ▫

Fig. 51

Fig. 52

View to National War Memorial Along Axis
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Fig. 54

Fig. 55

Fig. 56

view
photograph taken looking over Taranaki Street along Buckle Street

1

view
photograph taken looking over Tory Street along Buckle Street
Note: buildings on aerial demolished in View 2

2

1

View 1
Analysis

Foreground cluttered by traffic and road  ▫
structure and elements (poles, bus shelters, 
signals, signage) .
The focus in the view passes the foreground  ▫
clutter to the space beyond, being broad and 
open.
Greenbelt and horizon against sky is a  ▫
dominant feature directing the eye to the 
vertical Carillon
Tapered alignment to Buckle Street evident ▫

Opportunity 
To Introduce a cohesive streetscape through  ▫
tree planting and consistent elements
To retain open quality of park space ▫

View 2
Analysis

Foreground connects to amplified  ▫
midground, with former police barracks, park 
and Carillon.
Open quality of Memorial Park space  ▫
evident.
Greenbelt is muted compared with View 1  ▫
but horizon still strong directing the eye to 
the vertical Carillon.
Tory Street is cohesive with setting. ▫

Opportunity 
Connect park through foreground and  ▫
midground to create an immersive 
experience.
Retain open quality of Memorial Park space. ▫

Views to National Memorial Park from Surrounding Streets
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1

2

location plan of 
views along Axis from National War Memorial
(this page)

N

view
panorama taken from National Memorial at street level

1

view
panorama taken from National Memorial at level of Carillon

2

Analysis

View 1

Foreground and midground are dominant in this view. ▫
The road forms a minor part of the view. ▫
Cross axis (vertical and horizontal) evident. ▫

View 2 
Analysis

The foreground is dominant in this view with the park  ▫
below framing this important space
The road is barely visible from this viewpoint. ▫
Axis to Te Papa is evident. ▫
Trees frame view along axis. ▫
Low rise urban area set against mountains in the  ▫
background.

Opportunities
Complete the cross axis (vertical and horizontal) to  ▫
strengthen connections to the wider environment.

Fig. 63

Fig. 64

Fig. 65

Views from National War Memorial Along Axis
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location plan of 
views from National War Memorial Flanks 
into Memorial Park
(next page)

view
panorama taken from National Memorial at west wing look-
ing across ceremonial space to North

3

view
panorama taken from National Memorial at east wing look-
ing across ceremonial space to North

4

43

Analysis
View 3

Foreground and midground are experienced  ▫
together as one space.
The greenbelt is visible and provides strength  ▫
to the background.
The road reads as a thin line in the context. ▫

View 4
Foreground and mid ground are experienced  ▫
together as one space.
Distance to the background reinforces the  ▫
sense of outlook over the park.
The road reads as a thin line in the context. ▫

Opportunities 
Amplify the drama of the memorial by  ▫
providing a stronger midground
Horizontally structure the midground to  ▫
emphasise the connections beyond

Fig. 66

Fig. 67

Fig. 68

Views from National War Memorial Flanks




